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Relay-Aided Cellular Networks
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Abstract—A relay cooperation scheme is proposed for the
downlink of multicell multiple-input-multiple-output cellular networks. The relay stations (RSs) will cooperatively transmit the
signal replicas of all the user equipments obtained during the
broadcast phase. We consider different RS decoding strategies
during the broadcast phase and joint relay transmission with
different degrees of channel state information (CSI) sharing
during the relay phase. We also propose the partial semiorthogonal user selection (PSUS) method designed specifically for
relay cooperation. The spectral and energy efficiencies are then
evaluated for the relay cooperation scheme. Its cooperative costs
for different cooperation levels are also investigated. Simulation
results indicate that joint RS decoding outperforms independent
RS decoding but a cooperative link with a bit rate of an order
of magnitude greater than that achievable by the relay network
is required. Compared to the competing user selection methods
that require global CSI, the proposed PSUS method utilized for
relay phase joint transmission operates at less than half of the
cooperative cost while introduces only a slight degradation in
system performance.
Index Terms—Relay cooperation, multicell MIMO network,
spectral efficiency, energy efficiency.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ELAY transmission is a promising technology in Long
Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standards [1]. The
two-hop relay transmission [2] is the most well-known transmission protocol and will be the main focus in this work.
For a network with more relay stations (RSs), relay spectrum
planning [3] is essential to avoid relay interference. Although
this improves the link level performance, limited gain is
observed at the system level as orthogonal frequency reuse
schemes do not efficiently utilize the scarce radio resources.
Sharing of relay slots can improve resource utilization but
introduces relay interference that has to be mitigated [4]–[7].
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Relay interference arises because conventional RSs transmit
independently. Recent research in cooperative communication
shows that significant throughput improvement is possible
when network nodes cooperate with each other [8]– [10].
Following the momentum of coordinated multi-point (CoMP)
with cooperation among base stations (BSs) [11], the idea of
relay cooperation is beginning to gain renewed interest as compared to the more conventional independent relaying schemes.
In relay cooperation, the RSs share cooperative information to
perform joint relay transmission to the user equipments (UEs).
We differentiate this concept from those commonly referenced
in the literature where relay cooperation often means that both
the direct and relay transmissions are used by the UE for reliable signal decoding, i.e., receive diversity [12]. The authors
in [13] proposed an inter-cell relay cooperation scheme to
form the uplink joint precoders. The transmission rate of such
a scheme was then evaluated in a linear three-cell topology.
Here, a linear topology means that the communication nodes
are arranged in a straight line. In [14], the spectral efficiency
of a single-cell topology is evaluated for a flexible downlink
resource management scheme whereby the RSs cooperate to
meet a minimum quality of service (QoS) requirement at the
UE. Fractional coded relay cooperation was proposed in [15]
whereby each RS offers a fraction of its radio resources to
relay the data from its neighboring RSs. The bit error rate
(BER) performance of the scheme was then evaluated for
a linear topology. In [16] and [17], interference alignment
and block diagonalization methods were respectively utilized
by the cooperating RSs to decompose the relay channel into
several parallel channels to improve multiplexing gain. In [18],
relay cooperation was achieved through the implementation of
network coding techniques derived from XOR-coding or Reed
Solomon coding. The outage probability and the block error
rate (BLER) performance were then evaluated for a linear
topology. In [19], the authors proposed a scheme to select
the best transmit antennas distributed across multiple RSs for
simultaneous relay transmissions. The outage capacity of this
scheme was evaluated for a linear topology. Again, a linear
topology with two BSs, two RSs and two UEs was considered
in [20] where relay cooperation was implemented between
the two RSs. Different levels of relay cooperation in terms
of different degrees of RS decoding in the broadcast phase
were explored. During the relay phase, it was assumed that
the RSs have access to global channel state information (CSI)
of all relay channels and are thus able to jointly design the
precoders for joint relay transmission. In [21], an asymmetric
relay cooperation scheme was proposed. Its throughput was
maximized for a linear topology of one BS, two RSs and two
UEs.
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Most works in relay cooperation focused on the spectral efficiency or throughput performance of a system while
others solely focused on energy efficiency. For example in
[22], energy efficiency improvement was shown by combining relay selection with cooperative relay beamforming
for a linear topology. However, given the significance of
energy efficiency for future mobile networks [23] where both
power and bandwidth constrict the achievable gains, a joint
spectral-energy efficiency performance evaluation, e.g., [24]
and [25], is imperative. However, both [24] and [25] evaluated
the spectral-energy efficiency performance of their proposed
relay cooperation schemes using only the radio frequency
(RF) transmit power. Circuit power, especially in multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, drains a considerable
amount of the input power and this necessitates its adoption
in energy efficiency evaluation, as given in [26], to provide
realistic results. In this work, we propose a relay cooperation
scheme for downlink multicell MIMO cellular networks to
address some of the shortcomings of the previous schemes.
The following summarizes our contributions.
1) Different cooperation levels among the RSs are investigated in our proposed scheme. We consider different
RS decoding strategies for the broadcast phase and joint
relay transmission with different degrees of CSI sharing
for the relay phase. This is different from [20] which
only considered several RS decoding strategies for the
broadcast phase. We also take into account both the RF
transmit power and the circuit power of the system, thus
reflecting a more realistic scenario for the overall energy
consumption.
2) We extend the work in [20] and [26] to include multiuser
diversity gain by proposing a low complexity normbased user selection method for the relay cooperation
scheme. It is designed to operate without excessively
loading the cooperative links as it is well-known that
this is a major limitation for cooperative systems [17].
To the best of our knowledge, our user selection method
is new as none of the existing relay cooperation works
addressed this issue and most existing methods were
designed for the point-to-point MU-MIMO systems, e.g.
[27], with the intention of maximizing capacity.
3) We quantify the cost of different cooperation levels in
terms of the bit rate needed at the cooperative links
to sustain the performance gains that these cooperative
strategies provide. The average power consumption of
the cooperative links is also given to further emphasize
the cooperative costs involved.
Notations: Boldface characters, e.g., X, denote matrices
while scalar values are denoted by upper or lower case italics,
e.g., X or x. The Hermitian transpose, transpose, inverse and
Frobenius norm of a matrix are represented by XH , XT , X−1
2
and XF , respectively, while IN is an N ×N identity matrix.
The expectation, determinant and ceiling operators are denoted
by E { · }, det [ · ] and  · , respectively. The cardinality of set
S is |S| and x! is the factorial of x.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model of the multicell cellular network.
A description of the relaying schemes is then presented in
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Fig. 1. Topology of the multicell MIMO cellular network with M = 2 RSs
per sector.

Section III, while the user selection methods are outlined in
Section IV. In Section V, the cost of the cooperative link
is quantified. Some simulation results and discussions are
presented in Section VI, while concluding remarks are given
in Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Let us consider a multicell cellular network shown in Fig. 1
with a 7-cell wrap-around hexagonal structure represented by
the set C = {1, · · · , 7}. Each cell is divided into NSec sectors
denoted by the set S = {1, · · · , NSec }. In each sector, M
equally spaced RSs are positioned at a distance dRS from
the cell center, thus forming an arc. The relay set is denoted
as M = {1, · · · , M }. A total of K UEs given by the set
K = {1, · · · , K} are uniformly distributed in each sector. We
define indexes b (i, j), r (i, j, m) and u (i, j, k) to represent the
BS of the jth cell serving the ith sector, the mth RS from the
ith sector of the jth cell and the kth user from the ith sector
of the jth cell, respectively. It is sufficient to focus on one
sector of the central cell as the performance of other sectors
is identical on average. We assign (i, j) = (1, 1) as the base
sector being in focus. Each BS has Nb antennas per sector
while the number of antennas at the RSs and UEs are Nr and
Nu , respectively. The system bandwidth is Bsys .
Let HX,Y ∈ CA×B be the A × B channel matrix between
nodes X and Y , where A and B are the number of antennas
at X and Y , respectively. The elements of HX,Y are ha,b =
ξX,Y
−1
GX ·GY ·(LX,Y ) ·10 10 ·μX,Y , (1  a  A, 1  b  B),
where GX and GY are the transmit antenna gain of X and
the receive antenna gain of Y , respectively. The path loss
between X and Y is LX,Y and is defined in Table I. Next is
the log-normal shadowing term with ξX,Y being a Gaussian
distributed random variable having zero mean and standard
deviation, σs dB. Lastly, μX,Y denotes the complex Rayleigh
fast fading coefficient with unit variance.
A. Downlink transmission protocols
1) Relay-aided cellular network: For practical reasons, a
half-duplex transmission mode is assumed for the RSs since
they typically cannot transmit and receive simultaneously on
the same time and frequency. Before transmission, the K UEs
are assigned into either the direct transmission group denoted
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS .

Path loss, LX,Y
(d in km)

Shadowing standard
deviation, σs

Antenna pattern
(θ3dB = 70◦ , Am = 20 dB)

Antenna gain (boresight)
Noise power
spectral density, N0
Relay time fraction, τr
Transmit time interval, TT T I
Cooperative time fraction, τcoop
Quantization bits, θ

RS–RS cooperative link
BS signal
RS signal

125.2 + 36.3log10 (d) dB
131.1 + 42.8log10 (d) dB
145.4 + 37.5log10 (d) dB
125.2 + 36.3log10 (d) dB
6 dB
10 dB
10 dB
dB shadow margin at σs = 10 dB
 

2
BS ρ (θ) = − min 12 θ θ
, Am dB
3dB
 

2
RS–BS ρ (θ) = − min 12 θ θ
, Am dB

BS–RS
BS–UE
RS–UE
RS–RS
BS–RS
BS–UE
RS–UE
RS–RS 16.4

Omni
Omni
14 dBi (including cable losses)
7 dBi (including cable losses)
5 dBi (including cable losses)
0 dBi
-174 dBm
1/2
1 ms
0.1
4 bits per sample

by set GDirect or the relay transmission group denoted by set
GRelay based on whether direct transmission or relay transmission (using a single RS with the best channel condition)
provides better throughput (Fig. 2(a)). The single RS approach
is used to avoid high computational complexity at this stage
as all the K UEs must be grouped.
In actual relay cooperation transmission using a group of
RSs, a user might benefit more from relay transmission rather
than direct transmission even though its relay transmission
with a single RS performs worse than direct transmission.
Nevertheless, the single RS approach is used to avoid the
high complexity of sharing the CSI of all the K UEs among
all the M RSs at this stage. Thus, we introduce the relay
confidence parameter βR (0 ≤ βR ≤ 1) in the transmission
group assignment stage to take into account the potential gain
of relay cooperation while using the relay transmission with a
single RS approach. The direct transmission throughput will
be multiplied by a penalizing factor of (1 − βR ) before being
compared to the relay transmission throughput. This allows
the performance of conservative and aggressive strategies for
allocating users to relay transmission to be studied.
The time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol is
utilized for GDirect UEs over a duration of tD T (0 ≤ tD ≤ 1)
where T is the transmission frame interval (Fig. 2(b)). As for
the GRelay UEs, the two-hop relay transmission protocol is
employed as it provides a good tradeoff between performance
and complexity. Relay transmission occurs over the remaining
time interval of tR T = T − tD T with 0 ≤ tR ≤ 1.
We select L UEs from GRelay for transmission where L is
described in Section III. The relay transmission time period
tR T is further divided into two time durations. During the
first τbc tR T (0 ≤ τbc ≤ 1) duration (broadcast phase), the BS
broadcasts the information packets of the L selected UEs to all
the M RSs. During the second τr tR T (0 ≤ τr ≤ 1) duration
(relay phase), the RSs then relay these packets to the UEs.
L
Here, we define τbc = 1 − τr and tR = |GDirect
|+L where

GRelay

(a)

BS
RS2

(b)

tDT

tRT

Direct transmission

Relay transmission

3dB
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RS 1
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TDMA direct transmission
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BSÆRS1, RS2, … BSÆRS1 , RS 2,
UE1
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RS1, RS2Æ
UE1,...,UEL

(1 – τr)tRT
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Fig. 2. (a) The relaying structure and (b) the transmission protocol of a
relay-aided cellular network employing relay cooperation with M = 2 RSs
per sector.

|GDirect | + L is the the total number of UEs actually selected
for transmission during time interval T .
2) Direct transmission cellular network: Here, only the
BSs participate in data transmission. The BS will transmit
directly to the K UEs of each sector in a TDMA arrangement
T
.
whereby each UE is allocated a transmission duration of K
B. Power consumption model
Let the RF transmit power of the BS be Pb per sector.
Also, let Pr be the RF transmit power allocated to each RS.
We employ full relay frequency reuse as it was shown in
[26] to be spectrally more efficient when the RS utilizes all
sub-channels. In modeling the circuit power consumption, we
assume that the circuit power consumption of the BS and RSs
is proportional to Pb and Pr , respectively [26]. Let Pc,ref be
the circuit power consumption at a given RF transmit power
Pref . Therefore, the circuit power consumption of the BS
P Pc,ref
P Pc,ref
and Pc,r = rPref
,
and RS is defined as Pc,b = bPref
respectively.
When measuring total power consumption, we consider
the operational power of the system which includes both
the RF transmit power and the circuit power. Considering
the aggregate effect of the duplexer/feeder losses and the
efficiency of the antenna/amplifier modules, let the effective
operational efficiency of the BS and RS be given as αb and
αr , respectively, where αb , αr ≥ 1. Therefore, the operational
power per sector of a relay transmission is
Pop,relay = (1 − τr ) αb Pb + M τr αr Pr + Pc,b + M Pc,r

(1)

while the operational power per sector of a direct transmission
is given as
Pop,direct = αb Pb + Pc,b .

(2)

In this work, we assume that the power consumption scaling
is the same for both the BS and RS.
A relay-aided cellular network consists of both direct transmission and relay transmission. Thus, the total operational
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power per sector of a relay-aided cellular network is
Relay
Pop,total

= tD (Pop,direct + M Pc,r ) + tR Pop,relay

III. OVERVIEW OF R ELAYING T ECHNIQUES
(3)

while the total operational power per sector of the direct
transmission cellular network is
Direct
= Pop,direct .
Pop,total

(4)

From (1) and (3), we observe that in a relay transmission
the circuit power consumption of the M RSs is the additional
power cost that must be accommodated. This additional power
cost can quickly become substantial in a network architecture
that employs many transmission nodes.
Similar to [26], the energy consumption ratio (ECR) is
used as a performance metric for the energy efficiency of
a system. It is proportional to the ratio of the average total
operational power to the average capacity of the system under
consideration. Thus, the ECR is


sys
E Pop,total
(5)
ECRsys =
Bsys · E {Csys }
sys
can be either (3) or (4) and Csys is the spectral
where Pop,total
efficiency of the system under consideration in bits/s/Hz.
Therefore, the ECR has units of Joules per bit (J/bit).

C. Interference analysis
When all BSs are actively transmitting, the set of interference sources X experienced by the RSs during the
broadcast phase of the relay transmission and by the UEs
during direct transmission are from the BSs transmitting
to all sectors of all cells except the base sector, that is,
X = {(i, j) |(i, j) ∈ C × S, (i, j) = (1, 1) }. Assuming the interference sources are independent, the interference covariance
matrix for joint RS decoding (JDEC) is a block diagonal
matrix given as
= diag (Um |m = 1, · · · , M )
(6)


 Pb
H
Nb Hb(i,j),r(1,1,m) Hb(i,j),r(1,1,m) . For

RJDEC
BC
where Um =

(i,j)∈X

independent RS decoding (IDEC), the interference covariance
matrix at the mth RS is given as
(m)

RBC = Um

(7)

while for the kth UE, the interference covariance matrix is
given as

 Pb 
(k)
Hb(i,j),u(1,1,k) HH
(8)
RD =
b(i,j),u(1,1,k) .
Nb
(i,j)∈X
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We now describe the relaying functions at both the broadcast and relay phases. We utilize the decode-and-forward
mechanism whereby the RSs will attempt to decode the
received signals before relaying them to the selected UEs. The
focus is largely at the relay phase where our proposed relay
cooperation technique is implemented. Two other key relaying
techniques with contrasting packet forwarding paradigms are
also described. For compactness, the index (i, j) = (1, 1) is
dropped henceforth from expressions containing it as the techniques are explained in relation to the base sector designated
as (1, 1). For example, the channel matrix Hb(1,1),r(1,1,m) now
becomes Hb,r(m) . Each RS is assumed to only know the CSI
between itself and all the UEs in GRelay . All other forms of
CSI information must be exchanged with other RSs.
A. Broadcast phase: Relay decoding techniques
1) Joint RS decoding (JDEC): In this strategy, each RS
will share its received signals and CSI with all the other
RSs through the cooperative links so that they are able to
perform joint decoding for all the L selected UE signals. The
expressions for L will be described in Sections III-B and III-C.
The cooperative links can be a reliable wireless conference
channel that utilize a different bandwidth to the underlying
cellular network. The cooperative cost of this strategy will be
addressed in Section V. Let us define the concatenated
broadT
T
·
·
·
H
.
Assuming
cast channel matrix, G = HT
b,r(1)
b,r(M)
that the CSIs do not change during one transmission frame,
the achievable spectral efficiency at the source-relay link for
the JDEC strategy is given as
CBC,JDEC = (1 − τr ) tR log2 det IMNr +

Pb
Nb


−1
× GGH RJDEC
+ N0 Bsys IMNr
BC


(10)

is defined
where the interference covariance matrix RJDEC
BC
in (6).
2) Independent RS decoding (IDEC): In this strategy, the
RSs will not share their received signals and CSI values
to keep complexity low. However, they will still attempt to
decode the signals of all the L selected UEs. For successful
decoding, the transmission rate of each received signal will be
constrained to the minimum spectral efficiency among all M
RSs that attempt to decode it. Thus, the achievable spectral
efficiency at the source-relay link is

Pb
all
Hb,r(m)
CBC,IDEC = min (1 − τr ) tR log2 det INr +
Nb



−1
(m)
H
× Hb,r(m) RBC + N0 Bsys INr
; ∀m ∈ M

When all the RSs are actively transmitting, the RSs interfering with the kth UE which is receiving at frequency
fu(1,1,k) are the surrounding RSs other than the base sector
that are relaying at frequency fr(i,j,m) equal to fu(1,1,k) .
Thus,
the set of RSs interfering the kth UE is Pu(1,1,k) =

(i, j, m) (i, j, m) ∈ X × M, fr(i,j,m) = fu(1,1,k) . Follow(11)
ing that, the interference covariance matrix at the kth UE is



Pr
(m)
(k)
where the interference covariance matrix RBC is given in (7).
Hr(i,j,m),u(1,1,k) HH
RR =
r(i,j,m),u(1,1,k) .
Nr
On the other hand, each RS can choose to only decode the
(i,j,m)∈Pu(1,1,k)
(9) signals of the selected UEs that it is assigned to. Let Lm be the
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number of selected UEs for the mth RS where

M

m=1

Lm = L.

The achievable spectral efficiency at the source-relay link is,
alternatively, given as
select
CBC,IDEC

M
1 
Pb
=
Lm (1 − τr ) tR log2 det INr +
L m=1
Nb

FTu(1) · · · FTu(l−1) FTu(l+1) · · · FTu(LCM P )



−1
(m)
H
× Hb,r(m) Hb,r(m) RBC + N0 Bsys INr
.
(12)

B. Relay phase: Cooperative multi-processing (CMP) relaying
In this section, we describe our proposed relay cooperation
technique which is an improvement over existing relaying
techniques. Here, the RSs will occupy the same relay slot and
cooperatively relay the signals received during the broadcast
phase to achieve higher spatial multiplexing gain while mitigating multiuser interference, thus, providing higher spectral
efficiency improvement over other relaying techniques. Let LC
be the number of UEs than can be supported in CMP relaying.
The RSs will design the precoder matrix of the lth UE so that
its signal is relayed in the null spaces of the remaining LC − 1
UEs. Thus, the total spatial dimensions of any LC − 1 UEs
must be less than that of the RSs, that is,
M Nr
+1
 Nu 
M Nr
⇒ L∗C =
Nu

(LC − 1) Nu < M Nr ⇒ LC <

(13)

r
where L∗C denotes the smallest integer not less than MN
Nu and
satisfies the inequality in (13). Considering the actual UEs
available in GRelay , the LCMP UEs effectively selected is
given by

LCMP = min {L∗C , |GRelay |} .

(14)

From (13), we see that each RS selects the total UEs based
on the assumption that M Nr antennas are available for
cooperative relaying, thus, increasing the number of UEs that
can be served at a time. The user selection methods for the
LCMP UEs will be presented in Section IV.
Let U CMP = {u (l) |u (l) ∈ GRelay , l = 1, · · · , LCMP } be
the set of LCMP selected UEs. Their CSIs between each RS
are shared among all the RSs. The cooperative cost incurred
from this step is investigated in Section V. Also define the
concatenated
relay channel matrix as seen by the u (l) UE as

Fu(l) = Hr(1),u(l) . . . Hr(M),u(l) . The RSs jointly calculate
the precoder matrix Wu(l) for l = 1, · · · , LCMP , to maximize
the relay-destination link spectral efficiency of
CR,CMP = max



τ̄ log2 det INu +M Pr Fu(l) Wu(l)

u(l)∈U CM P
H
× Wu(l)
FH
u(l)



u(l)
RR

u(l)

+ N0 Bsys INu

−1

Wu(l) that will maximize the spectral efficiency of (15) and
simultaneously suppress multiuser interference is obtained
through a combination of the singular vector decomposition (SVD) and water-filling approaches. Define F̃u(l) =


(15)

where τ̄ = τr tR and RR is defined in (9). To ensure
no multiuser interference, we must have Fu(k) Wu(l) = 0
for all k = 1, · · · , LCMP where k = l. The solution for

T

. First, we obtain

the right singular null space vectors of F̃u(l) , denoted by the
null
. Next, the r singular values of
column vectors of matrix Ṽu(l)


null
Fu(l) Ṽu(l) are extracted and represented as the diagonals
of
 the r × rdiagonal matrix, Γu(l) . Here, r is the rank of
null
. The right singular vectors corresponding to the
Fu(l) Ṽu(l)
r singular values are then found and denoted as the column
base
vectors of matrix Vu(l)
. Next, water-filling is carried out
based on Γu(l) to obtain the diagonal power loading matrix
Πu(l) . Finally, the precoder matrix for the lth UE is given

1
null base
Vu(l) Πu(l) 2 . Thus, the overall spectral
as Wu(l) = Ṽu(l)
efficiency of the relay cooperation is

min {CBC,JDEC , CR,CMP } if JDEC,
 all
CCMP =
(16)
if IDEC.
min CBC,IDEC
, CR,CMP

C. Other relay phase techniques
1) Interference free (IF) relaying: The “cause no harm”
altruistic policy is the principle of this relaying technique.
During relay transmission, each RS transmits to its UE group
while nulling its transmission towards the other UE groups of
the other RSs [28]. Therefore, cooperative information relating
to the currently served members in each UE group needs to
be exchanged among the RSs. Define Km as the number of
M

UEs assigned to the mth RS where
Km = |GRelay |.
m=1

Furthermore, let LI be the number of UEs that each RS can
support in IF relaying. Each RS must reserve (M − 1) LI Nu
of its spatial dimensions to null interference towards the
other UE groups. The remaining Nr − (M − 1) LI Nu spatial
dimensions are used to transmit interference free information
to its intended LI UEs. To achieve this, the total spatial
dimensions of any LI − 1 intended UEs must be less than
the available total spatial dimensions. Thus,
Nr + Nu
(LI − 1) Nu < Nr − (M − 1) LI Nu ⇒ LI <
M Nu


N
+
N
r
u
⇒ L∗I =
−1
(17)
M Nu
r+N u
where L∗I denotes the smallest integer not less than NMN
u
minus one and satisfies the inequality in (17). Considering the
actual Km UEs that are available, the LIF,m UEs effectively
selected by the mth RS is given by

LIF,m = min {L∗I , Km } .

(18)

As each RS must have sufficient spatial dimensions to null
interference towards other UEs while still being able to
relay useful information to its own UEs, the total number
of UEs served by all the M RSs will be less than that
of the proposed CMP relaying technique in Section III-B.
Let the set of LIF,m selected UEs by the mth RS be
IF
Um
= {u (l) |u (l) ∈ GRelay , l = 1, · · · , LIF,m }. Thus, the
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relay-destination link spectral efficiency of this relay technique
is written as


Pr
CR,IF =
τ̄ log2 det INu +
Hr(m),u(l)
LIF,m
IF
m∈M u(l)∈Um


−1
u(l)
H
H
×Wu(l),mWu(l),m Hr(m),u(l) RR +N0 Bsys INu
(19)
where Wu(l),m is the mth RS precoder of the lth UE. The
design of Wu(l),m was given in [28] for a multiple-inputsingle-output (MISO) system. We extend it here to a MIMO
system as follows. Let us define the group of other UEs
IF
not
by the mth RS as the set given
 served
 IF as Ūm =
IF
∪ Un |n = m, n ∈ M = ū (1) , · · · , ū Ūm
. By the
SVD, the right singular null space vectors of the vertically
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From (17) and (21), we observe that L∗M > L∗I as the RSs in
the MT relaying technique do not need to reserve some of their
spatial dimensions for interference suppression but by doing
so, incur an interference penalty to the other UEs not in its
own relay group. From (13) and (21), we see that M L∗M =
L∗C but the CMP relaying has a further advantage of being
able to transmit without interference to the other UEs. Let the
MT
= {u (l) |u (l) ∈ GRelay , l = 1, · · · , LMT,m } be the
set Um
selected LMT,m UEs of the mth RS. The relay-destination
link spectral efficiency is thus
CR,MT =





τ̄ log2 det INu +

MT
m∈M u(l)∈Um

H
× Wu(l),m Wu(l),m
HH
r(m),u(l)

T

T
bestacked channel matrix HT
IF
r(m),ū(1) · · · Hr(m),ū(|Ūm
|)
IF
tween the mth RS and the UEs in set Ūm
is obtained as
.
Next,
the
concatenated
the column vectors of matrix ṼŪnull
IF
m
channel between the mth RS and the intended UEs in set
T
IF
Um
is obtained as Jm = HTr(m),u(1) · · · HTr(m),u(LIF,m ) .
A similar procedure as in Section III-B is then applied to the
product of Jm ṼŪnull
IF for the mth RS instead of jointly for
m
1

null
base
all the M RSs to obtain Ṽu(l),m
, Vu(l),m
and Πu(l),m 2 .
Therefore, the precoder matrix of the mth RS for the lth UE

 12
null
base
. The overall
is Wu(l),m = ṼŪnull
IF Ṽu(l),m Vu(l),m Πu(l),m
m
spectral efficiency of IF relaying is
 select
(20)
CIF = min CBC,IDEC
, CR,IF .

2) Maximum ratio transmit (MT) relaying: In contrast, each
RS in this technique selfishly relays to its associated UE
group independent of the other RSs [28]. Each RS performs
a maximum ratio transmit precoding on its signals before
relaying them to its designated UEs to maximise its own
spectral efficiency and to remove multiuser interference from
its own UE group. Since it is not coordinated with the other
RSs, the receive signal of its UE group will be interfered with
by the transmission of the other RSs. Let LM be the number
of UEs that each RS can support in MT relaying. As the RSs
do not need to null interference to other UE groups, all spatial
dimensions can be used to transmit to their own UE groups.
Each RS designs the precoder matrix of the lth UE so that its
signal is relayed in the null spaces of the remaining LM − 1
UEs in its group. Therefore, the total spatial dimensions of any
LM −1 UEs must be less than the available spatial dimensions
of the RS. Thus,
Nr
(LM − 1) Nu < Nr ⇒ LM <
+1
Nu 
Nr
⇒ L∗M =
(21)
Nu
r
where L∗M denotes the smallest integer not less than N
Nu and
satisfies the inequality in (21). Considering the actual Km UEs
(defined above) that are available, the LMT,m UEs effectively
selected by the mth RS is

LMT,m = min {L∗M , Km } .

(22)

+

u(l)
RR

+ N0 Bsys INu

−1



Pr

LMT,m



Hr(m),u(l)
Ru(l),n

n∈M,n=m

(23)

where
 Wu(l),m is the mth RS precoder of the lth UE and
Ru(l),n is the interference covariance matrix of the

n∈M,n=m

other RSs to the lth UE of the mth RS. Likewise, the design
of Wu(l) is described in [28] for a MISO system while we
extend it here to a MIMO system. The mth RS calculates the
precoder matrix by performing the SVD on the concatenated
channel matrix Jm as defined in Section III-C1 but with
MT
instead. Likewise, a similar procedure as in
u (l) ∈ Um
null
base
Section III-B is then applied to Jm to obtain Ṽu(l),m
, Vu(l),m
 12

and Πu(l),m
for the mth RS instead of jointly for all the
M RSs. The precoder matrix of the mth RS for the lth UE

1
null
base
Πu(l),m 2 . The overall
Vu(l),m
is thus Wu(l),m = Ṽu(l),m
spectral efficiency of MT relaying is
 select
CMT = min CBC,IDEC
(24)
, CR,MT .
3) Localized Precoding (LoP) relaying: A variant of CMP
relaying, referred to as LoP relaying, is also compared. Similar
to CMP relaying, the RSs cooperate in LoP relaying to select
common UEs for transmission. Unlike CMP relaying, the RSs
in LoP relaying then transmit data independently to these UEs.
Therefore, LoP relaying has limited RS cooperation and is
used to illustrate the intermediate change in performance as
one evolves from MT relaying with no RS cooperation to full
RS cooperation techniques like the IF and CMP relaying.
D. System capacities
So far, we have described the capacities of the various types
of relay transmission techniques for the UEs in GRelay of the
relay-aided cellular network. As for the UEs in GDirect , the
TDMA transmission technique is used to transmit information
to them. Letting L̄ = |GDirect |, the achievable spectral
efficiency for the UEs in GDirect is given by
CD =



tD
Pb
log2 det INr +
Hb,u(l)
Nb
L̄
u(l)∈GDirect


−1
u(l)
H
× Hb,u(l) RD + N0 Bsys INr

(25)
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u(l)

where the interference covariance matrix RD is defined in
(8). Therefore, the system spectral efficiency for the relayaided cellular network is give by
(Θ,Δ)

(26)

Crelay = CD + CΘ [Δ]

where CΘ is either (16), (20) or (24) with Θ =
{CM P, IF, M T } while Δ are the user selection methods
to be described in Section IV.
In contrast, all K UEs of the set K in the direct transmission
cellular network will be served using the TDMA transmission
approach. Its system spectral efficiency is thus
Cdirect

 tD
Pb
log2 det INr +
=
Hb,u(l)
K
Nb
u(l)∈K



−1
u(l)
× HH
.
b,u(l) RD + N0 Bsys INr

(27)

The direct transmission cellular network will be used as a
baseline comparison to the various relaying techniques of the
relay-aided cellular network.
E. Degree of freedom
Let us assume there are L UEs participating in the relay
transmission. Additionally, let Lm be the total UEs assigned
M

to the mth RS for transmission, where
Lm = L. This is
m=1

applicable to IF and MT relaying where each RS is assigned
to a group of UEs. The total degrees of freedom for CMP,
IF and MT relaying can be derived from (13), (17) and (21),
respectively, while that of LoP relaying is similar to CMP
relaying but without M as the RSs transmit independently.
Thus, the total degrees of freedom of the various relaying
techniques is given as
ΦCMP = L·min{M Nr −(L−1) Nu , Nu , Nb } , L  L∗C (28)
ΦIF = L·min {Nr + (1 − L) Nu , Nu , Nb } , L  M L∗I (29)
ΦMT =

M

min{Nr −(Lm −1) Nu , Nu , Nb }, Lm  L∗M
m=1

ΦLoP = L · min {Nr − (L − 1) Nu , Nu , Nb } , L 

L∗M

(30)
(31)

where L∗C , L∗I and L∗M are defined in (13), (17) and (21),
respectively.
IV. U SER S ELECTION M ETHODS FOR R ELAY
C OOPERATION
A. Optimum user selection (OUS)
In this method, all possible combinations of LCMP UEs
in GRelay are evaluated and the combination that returns the
highest relay-destination link spectral efficiency is selected.
The number of combinations is given as


|GRelay |!
|GRelay |
. (32)
Q=
=
LCMP
LCMP ! (|GRelay | − LCMP )!
Let set L = {ζq |q = 1, · · · , Q; |ζq | = LCMP } contain all the
Q possible permutations of the LCMP UEs, each represented
by ζq . Assuming global CSI is available at the RSs, the

optimum set of UEs is the one that maximizes (15) and is
given as
UOpt = arg max CR,CMP .
ζq ∈L

(33)

The disadvantage of this method is the cost of exchanging the
global CSI and the rapidly increasing cost of computing the
Q values of CR,CMP as |GRelay | increases.
B. Full semi-orthogonal user selection (FSUS)
The OUS method is prohibitive in terms of computational
complexity. Given the global CSI, the semi-orthogonal user
selection (SUS) method [27] does not need to evaluate all Q
permutations. Instead, the UEs are selected sequentially with
the channel of each newly added UE being as orthogonal
as possible to the channels of the UEs that have already
been selected. Thus, computational complexity is reduced
albeit with some tolerable performance loss. The SUS idea
is incorporated into the FSUS method with the following
execution steps.
1) Each RS shares its CSI with all the other RSs.
2) Each RS invokes the SUS algorithm (Fig. 3) using the
global CSI in Step 1 as its input. The SUS algorithm is
as follows:
a) Firstly, the UE with the highest sum eigenvalues
of its RS–UE channel H is chosen.
b) Next, the UEs that are closely orthogonal to the
already selected set of UEs are identified among
the remaining UEs.
c) From these UEs, the one with the highest sum
eigenvalues is chosen and included into the set of
selected UEs.
d) Repeat from Step b) until LCMP UEs are selected.
As the global CSI is available, the LCMP selected UEs by
each RS will be the same. The disadvantage of the FSUS
method is again the cost of exchanging the global CSI.
C. Partial semi-orthogonal user selection (PSUS)
The OUS and FSUS methods suffer from costly exchanges
of global CSI among the RSs and thus putting a high toll on
the cooperative link. Although it is imperative that the RSs
must know the CSI for cooperative relaying, the strain on the
cooperative link can be decreased by avoiding premature CSI
exchange of all the UEs among the RSs. This is the motivation behind the proposed PSUS method with the following
execution steps.
1) Each RS independently selects LCMP UEs by invoking
the SUS algorithm using its local CSI as input. Consequently, the initially selected UEs may differ from one
RS to the other.
2) The mth RS then shares the user index representing its
initially selected set of UEs Tm and their corresponding
channel norms Λm .
3) Using the information at Step 2, each RS invokes the
norm-based user negotiation (NUN) algorithm (Fig. 4):
a) The UEs in the first entries of each set Tm (1) are
initially selected to include UEs with high channel
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The SUS algorithm.

norms (UEs are arranged in descending channel
norm values).
b) Subsequent UEs in each set are sequentially compared across all sets whereby the UE with the highest channel norm among the currently sequenced
UEs is identified.
c) Include this UE into the set of selected UEs only if
it is not already selected in the previous selection
round.
d) Increment the sequence counter of the selected
UE’s set.
e) Repeat from Step b) until LCMP UEs are selected.
4) The CSI of only these LCMP UEs which all RSs agree
to transmit to are then shared.
The PSUS method reduces the signaling overhead of the
cooperative link as it avoids the high cost of communicating
the CSI of all the UEs in set GRelay to all RSs.
V. C OOPERATIVE C OST
We assume that the cooperative link has a separate bandwidth Bcoop from the underlying cellular system. Let the
transmit time interval be TT T I and the fraction of time for
cooperative transmission be τcoop (0 ≤ τcoop ≤ 1). At each

Fig. 4.

The NUN algorithm between relays.

RS, the cooperative information will initially be sampled
and quantized at a resolution of θ bits per sample before
broadcasting it through the cooperative link to the other RSs.
A. Joint RS decoding (JDEC) cost
There are two costs associated with the JDEC strategy
during the broadcast phase. Firstly, all RSs need to know
the CSIs of the other RSs. As we assume that the channel
states do not change during one transmission frame, so the CSI
needs to be exchanged only once. The second and more costly
cooperative information to be frequently exchanged among
the RSs are the received signals. All the M RSs must know
the other (M − 1) RSs received signals each time the BS
broadcasts them. We now quantify these two costs.
1) RS received signal exchange cost: For each channel use,
the BS transmits a signal vector of length Nb . Due to the
broadcast nature of the BS, each RS will receive a version
of this transmit signal as a vector of length Nr . Since the
elements of the received vector are complex numbers with
real and imaginary parts, each vector will consist of 2Nr
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separate values to be sampled and transmitted through the
cooperative link. Assume that the BS will transmit at a rate
of Bsys channel uses per second during the broadcast phase,
the minimum bit rate that the cooperative link has to support
for RS received vector exchanges is given as
RJDEC,vec = 2Nr θM Bsys .

(34)

Only the CMP relaying technique incurs this cost if it performs
JDEC as given in (10) but is exempted from it if IDEC is
employed as in (11).
2) Broadcast phase CSI exchange cost: The total elements
of the channel matrix between the BS and each RS is Nr Nb .
Since the channel matrix elements are complex, there are
2Nr Nb separate values to be sampled and transmitted through
the cooperative link. We assume that the information exchange
happens in a fraction τcoop of one TT T I duration. Thus, the
minimum bit rate that the cooperative link has to support for
CSI exchanges during broadcast phase is
RJDEC,CSI =

2Nr Nb θM
.
τcoop TT T I

fraction of one TTI duration, the minimum bit rate that the
cooperative link has to support for the PSUS method is
RP SUS =

(LCMP + 1 + 2Nu Nr LCMP ) θM
.
τcoop TT T I

(37)

3) Cooperative cost comparison: In order for PSUS to
operate at a bit rate that is lower than FSUS, we have
RP SUS < RF SUS

(38)

which, after some algebraic manipulation, gives
2Nu Nr K − 1
2Nu Nr + 1

2Nu Nr (K − 1) − 2
=
2Nu Nr + 1

LCMP <
⇒ L̂CMP

(39)
(40)

where L̂CMP is the largest integer satisfying (39). Therefore,
while the LCMP in (14) is necessary due to the dimensional
constraint, the L̂CMP in (40) provides a constraint in which
PSUS would perform better than FSUS.

(35)

Similarly, only the CMP relaying technique incurs this cost if
it performs JDEC as given in (10) but is exempted from it if
IDEC is employed as in (11).
B. User selection cost
The CSI exchange which is necessary for the user selection
methods occurs once per transmission frame as it is assumed
that the channel does not change during that period. Since
the user selection methods differ in the extent of the CSI that
must be shared, so will the associated costs vary. We will now
quantify the cost for the three user selection methods.
1) OUS and FSUS cooperative cost: The total elements
of the channel matrix between the mth RS and the lth UE
is Nu Nr . Since each channel matrix consists of complex
elements, there will be 2Nu Nr separate values to be sampled
and transmitted through the cooperative link for each UE of
every RS. In the OUS and FSUS methods, each RS must
obtain from the other (M − 1) RSs the CSI of all K UEs for
its selection mechanism. Thus, assuming that the information
is exchanged in a fraction τcoop of one TT T I duration, the
minimum bit rate that the cooperative link has to support for
the OUS and FSUS methods is
2Nu Nr KθM
.
(36)
ROUS = RF SUS =
τcoop TT T I
2) PSUS cooperative cost: Each of the two stages in the
PSUS method has an associated cost. After independently selecting the LCMP UEs, each RS broadcasts the channel norms
of its selected UEs and an index representing the selected UE
sequence. This requires (LCMP + 1) separate values to be
sampled and transmitted through the cooperative link for each
RS. Next, each RS is required to share the channel matrix
between itself and the reselected LCMP common UEs. As
the elements of each channel matrix are complex numbers, this
requires 2Nu Nr separate values to be sampled and transmitted
through the cooperative link for each reselected UE of every
RS. Thus assuming that the information is exchanged in τcoop

C. Energy efficiency optimization
We begin by modifying the ECR expression in (5) to include
the power consumption of the RS cooperative link. This is
given as


sys
coop
E Pop,total
+ Pop
ied
ECRmodif
(41)
=
sys
Bsys · E {Csys }
coop
where Pop
is the operational power consumption of the RS
cooperation link in order to achieve the necessary bit rate
of (34)–(37) for cooperative information exchange so that
the system could achieve the spectral efficiency of Csys . To
minimize (41), we formulate the following problem which is
shown for CMP relaying as an example:
ied
ECRmodif
sys,CMP


H
subject to: trace Wu(l) Wu(l)
 1, l = 1, · · · , LCMP

minimize
Nr

Pb , Pr > 0
min {M Nr − (LCMP − 1) Nu , Nu } > 0.
(42)
The objective of this constrained optimization problem is to
find the optimum number of RS antennas Nr in order to
minimize the ECR while considering the cooperative cost. The
first constraint ensures that the RS precoder matrix Wu(l) for
user u (l) does not violate the power constraint at the RS. The
second constraint ensures that the transmit power is always
positive. Lastly, the third constraint is the spatial degree of
freedom constraint for cooperative relaying among the M RSs.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
We present some numerical results for the downlink transmission of a suburban macrocell scenario. This scenario with
a moderately large cell size and medium to heavy traffic
load was found to provide the most benefit for relaying
√
techniques. We set dISD = 1300 m while rcell = dISD 3,
dRS = 0.7rcell and NSec = 3. Also, Pb = 40 W, Pr = 2 W
and Pc,ref = 577 W at Pref = 40 W. Furthermore, we

1
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Fig. 5. Link level spectral efficiency of various relaying techniques: (a)
without user selection and (b) with the OUS method (Nb = 8, Nr = 4,
Nu = 2, M = 2, K = 10).

set αb = αr = 2.84 and Bsys = Bcoop = 10 MHz. The
rest of the simulation parameters are in Table I. The link
level performance of the CMP, IF, MT and LoP relaying
techniques is first evaluated. This is followed by the system
level performance evaluation of CMP relaying, considering
various combinations of both the JDEC and IDEC strategies
with the OUS, FSUS and PSUS user selection methods.
A. Link level performance
The CMP, IF and MT relaying techniques have different capabilities. For example, both CMP and IF relaying are capable
of joint RS decoding during the broadcast phase while MT
relaying is not as there is no cooperative link among its RSs.
Since the focus of this section is to evaluate the effectiveness
of relay phase techniques, IDEC is assumed for all relaying
techniques during the broadcast phase. Furthermore, in this
subsection, the interference covariance matrix representing
the external interference surrounding the base sector is set
to zero, leaving only the interference from within the base
sector. This setup is to clearly measure the effectiveness of
the various relaying techniques in mitigating the interference
that is expected from within its own (base) sector. Besides
that, the optimum OUS user selection method is employed
for all the relaying techniques. This is to ascertain that the
performance evaluated is solely on account of the relaying
mechanisms during the relay phase alone.
In Fig. 5, the link level spectral efficiency of the relaying
techniques is illustrated both with and without the OUS user
selection method while direct transmission is taken as the
baseline. When no user selection is employed (Fig. 5(a)), the
IF relaying performs only slightly better than MT relaying.
This is because it has to sacrifice some spatial multiplexing
gains for interference free relaying. However, neither performs
any better than direct transmission. By contrast, the average
spectral efficiency of CMP relaying at 16.5 bits/s/Hz/sector
is 5% better than direct transmission although its spectral
efficiency at 10% outage probability is lower. Despite having
access to more spatial dimensions for data transmission, we

Average sector spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz/sector)
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Fig. 6. The spectral efficiency of CMP and MT relaying with two users
(L = 2) where ΦCM P = ΦM T = 4 and with the maximum number of
users where ΦCM P = ΦM T = 8 (Nb = 8, Nr = 4, Nu = 2, M = 2).

observe that LoP relaying performs only marginally better
than IF relaying which sacrifices some spatial dimension for
interference cancellation. The performance loss is due to the
signals arriving incoherently at the destinations, resulting in
the loss in signal strength.
When user selection is employed in Fig. 5(b), the spectral
efficiency of the relaying techniques generally improves due
to multiuser diversity. Both MT and IF relaying are now
marginally better than direct transmission at higher cumulative
distribution function (CDF) values. A clear advantage of IF
relaying over MT relaying is now observed. As user selection
guarantees that the UEs with the best channel conditions
are selected for relay transmission, the channel gain from
this outweighs the reduction in spatial multiplexing capability
incurred in IF relaying. However, the loss due to incoherent
transmission in LoP relaying means that it is not able to
benefit from user selection even if the best UEs are selected,
resulting in its performance now being poorer than IF relaying.
Nevertheless, the benefit of joint relaying transmission in
CMP relaying ensures that its spectral efficiency significantly
outperforms both the direct transmission and other relaying
techniques.
Next, the spectral efficiency of CMP and MT relaying techniques with identical degrees of freedom is compared in Fig. 6.
The maximum number of users is when CMP and MT relaying
are serving L∗C and M L∗M UEs, respectively. Going from two
users to the maximum number of users, the total degrees of
freedom of both CMP and MT relaying increases from 4 to 8.
As the RSs in CMP relaying cooperatively transmit across all
spatial dimensions, its spectral efficiency doubles as ΦCMP
doubles. However, as ΦMT doubles, the spectral efficiency of
MT relaying increases by a lesser amount. This is due to the
presence of interference at each group of UEs as the RSs in
MT relaying transmit independently of one another.
B. System level performance
We further investigate the performance of CMP relaying at
the system level for a relay-aided cellular network where we
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Fig. 7. Average sector ECR and percentage of unserved UEs v.s. relay
confidence of CMP relaying (Nb = 8, Nr = 4, Nu = 2, M = 2, K = 10).

have both direct and relay transmission present. The effect of
external interference surrounding the base sector is considered
in this subsection. In Fig. 7, the influence of βR on the
the ECR performance and percentage of unserved UEs is
shown for CMP relaying. At low βR (low relay confidence),
all UEs will be served by direct transmission (0% unserved
UEs) regardless of their distances from the BS. This results in
poor energy efficiency as evident from the high ECR values.
As βR increases (higher relay confidence), more UEs will
be assigned to the relay transmission group, especially those
further away from the BS. This improves energy efficiency
and thus the ECR values decrease. However, due to having
the user selection methods, not all of the assigned UEs are
selected for relaying and thus the percentage of unserved UEs
begins to increase. At βR = 1, all UEs will be assigned to the
relay transmission group. From (14), at most LCMP = 4 UEs
will be selected during each cooperative relay transmission,
resulting in a maximum of 60% unserved UEs. To achieve
user coverage of around 90%, we therefore select βR = 0.7
as the value for simulation.
In Fig. 8, the spectral efficiency and ECR performance of
CMP relaying is evaluated with various BS transmit antennas
and different cooperation levels. When JDEC is employed, the
broadcast phase is effectively a full spatial multiplexing system
with up to min (Nb , M Nr ) parallel data streams available
between the BS and RSs. Thus, with Nr = 4 and M = 2,
the CMP relaying spectral efficiency in Fig. 8(a) increases as
Nb increases up to M Nr = 8 antennas. Because Pb and Pr
are fixed, a decrease in ECR is registered in Fig. 8(b) for the
same Nb range. For Nb > 8, the gains of CMP relaying with
JDEC begin to saturate as the number of data streams remains
the same. In IDEC, each RS has only its own antennas for
decoding, thus, supporting min (Nb , Nr ) parallel data streams
between the BS and each RS. This limits the gains when
Nb > 4. A performance gap of around 1.3 bit/s/Hz/sector for
spectral efficiency and 3.1 μJ/bit/sector for ECR is typically
observed between JDEC and IDEC. However, the superior
performance of JDEC requires a prohibitively high cooperative
cost, as we shall see later.
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Fig. 8. (a) Spectral efficiency and (b) ECR v.s. the number of BS antennas
for CMP relaying in a relay-aided cellular network (βR = 70%, Nr = 4,
Nu = 2, M = 2, K = 10).
TABLE II
C OOPERATIVE C OST.

Strategies
Bit rate (Mbits/s)
RF transmit power (mW)
Operational power (W)

Broadcast phase:
Relay phase:
Joint RS decoding (JDEC) User selection method
Signal sharing CSI sharing
640
5.12
very high
58.2
very high
1.0

OUS
12.8
164.6
2.8

FSUS
12.8
164.6
2.8

PSUS
5.52
63.2
1.1

The impact of various user selection methods on the CMP
relaying system performance is also evident in Fig. 8. As expected, OUS performs the best while FSUS performs slightly
better than PSUS. The performance gap between OUS and
PSUS is more significant when JDEC, rather than IDEC, is
considered. This is because the performance of CMP relaying
with JDEC is limited by the relay phase. Thus, the type
of user selection method will influence the overall system
performance more profoundly as it is implemented at the relay
phase. This is less significant in CMP relaying with IDEC
where the bottleneck is at the broadcast phase.
The cooperative costs of CMP relaying for different cooperative levels are tabulated in Table II. It is established that CMP
relaying with JDEC performs better than IDEC both in terms
of spectral efficiency and energy efficiency. To realize such
gains, the cooperative links between the RSs must be able to
at least support a bit rate of 640 Mbits/s to share all the signals
received during the broadcast phase. This bit rate is an order of
magnitude higher than that can be delivered by the underlying
relay-aided cellular system. Besides that, CSI sharing requires
a further bit rate of at least 5.12 Mbits/s. Needless to say,
the power consumption to operate the cooperative link will
be excessively high. Therefore, the performance gain of CMP
relaying with JDEC must be traded off against a very large
increase in cooperative cost.
From Table II, both the OUS and FSUS methods require a
cooperative link with a bit rate of 12.8 Mbits/s. Assuming an
Nr ×Nr MIMO cooperative link with a shadow margin of 16.4
dB (corresponding to σs = 10 dB) for 90% link reliability, the
RF transmit power and operational power are 164 mW and 2.8
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strategies (JDEC and IDEC) for the broadcast phase and joint
relay transmission with different degrees of CSI sharing for the
relay phase have been investigated. It has been demonstrated
that compared with direct transmission, relay cooperation can
achieve energy reductions of up to 36% with JDEC and up
to 19% with IDEC. However, JDEC requires a cooperative
link with a bit rate of an order of magnitude greater than that
achievable by the relay network. We have also proposed the
PSUS user selection method for relay phase joint transmission
which enables the cooperative link to operate at 39% of
the cooperative cost incurred by competing methods that
require global CSI. This significant cost reduction more than
compensates for the slight degradation caused by the PSUS
method to the system performance.
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